Loving Lo: Devil's Knights Series, Book #1
**Synopsis**

***Book 1 in The Devil’s Knights Series*** Finding love again was never in Meg’s plans. One eventful morning at the dollar store changes her life forever. Can she let Lo in her life without losing herself again? Or will she walk away from the one true thing that could make her happy? Due to sexual content and profanity, this book is recommended for ages 18+.
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**Customer Reviews**

~~~ARC exchange for honest review~~~ Have you experienced the Lo Daze? That is one daze I never want to return from. I LOVE LO! He is awesome! He is not your typical biker going after every girl he sees, only to ignore the one he really wants. From the moment Lo meets Meg he knows he wants her and goes for her. No games. He is furiously loyal to his club and anyone he deems his. As President of the Devil’s Knights, he must balance his desires for Meg while dealing with another club looking for a turf war. Meg is a strong woman, comfortable with herself. However, like most women, she still has a few insecurities. Lo fights to break through her insecurities to show Meg herself through his eyes. Every girl deserves a Lo. The story is a beautiful one full of hope, trust, understanding, strength and love. This is a must read. I can’t wait for the next in the series,
Rigidâ€™s story. No cliffhanger.

I saw this one recommended on GR and decided to try it. It was a pretty good, lite MC romance. The first couple of chapters were kind of iffy but the longer I read I kind of liked the romance. It’s got that KA style to it and there’s nothing dark in it, no violence, etc. But Lo, the H, is really a hot, alpha, OTT possessive man and the author sure knows how to write some steamy love scenes. The author makes the other MC members jump out at you and the next book is about an interesting MC member, Rigid the SAA. The H is not your usual glamorous beauty, she’s 36, a size 18 and a normal mother of a 16 year old. I would give it a 3.5 and think it’s worth the read if you want a lighter, KA style romance with hot guys.

I just finished reading this highly anticipated first book in the "Devils Knights" series. I'm an MC Romance fan and this one is unlike any other. The Devils Knights are NOT part of the 1%er clubs out there and are looking for legitimate ways of doing business. Logan "Lo" is a dreamy Club Prez. who falls for Meg. Meg doesn’t believe in love anymore because of a bad marriage and thinks she’s too flawed to give herself to anyone. Lo, thinks Meg is perfect for him. It’s a wonderful story of falling in love and realizing your own self-worth. I’m looking forward to more books in this series as the secondary characters are all just as realistic and lovable as the main. Good Job Ms. Travers! Now when is book 2 coming out.

I am all for a lo daze. This book was amazing. I loved the over the top possessive alpha male that lo was. I really enjoyed the instant connection. That see someone and know feeling. I dont read to deal with real life so this was a wonderful escape of romance and hot sexy biker men! Winter makes you not only fall for lo but all the men in the mc. Meg was awesome and real...if you are no Big girl then you can relate and you might get annoyed with how she sees herself...but it was real and the struggle was real. I loved her! Ugh I didn’t Want it to end. So so good.If you want alpha men. Low angst. And a good book...pic this one up.

Brand new author Winter Travers delivers a great read. Characters that are more true to life than any I have read before in any other MC book (and I have read a lot). Not your 20 something doe eyed girls falling for the badass. A mature woman who has been hurt and trying to learn she is worth being loved. A man who knows what he is feeling and tries to prove himself to the only woman whom he will ever love. The set up for follow up books is well directed. You get an overview of what
the bit players are about and want to learn more. Can't wait for book 2.....which sort of sucks because this was release day for book one, so you know the wait is on. This is a must read for the MC genre.

This book was one of those that you ivk up and don't put down until its finished. Everything flowed so smoothly. I wasn't sure what to expect when I started this book. I am not a fan of every MC book out there. This one had so much meaning behind it that made it irresistible. Meg sees an older lady at the dollar store that becomes shaky and look I don't. She realizes the lady is diabetic and knows what to do since her mother has diabetes too. When the lady calls her son to take her home, the world tilts on its axis when Lo gets his first look at Meg. He knows she was meant to be his. Meg has issues she hasn't really handled after a verbally abusive ex husband so it's hard for her to believe anyone could want her because she's a bigger girl. Lo is determined to get that put of her head. You must read to watch this persistent pursuit of Lo chasing Meg. It is so so good. Did I mention is scorching hot too. I highly recommend this book, and I'm starting book 2 right this second.

I bought this book and loved it!! I love MC books and just love this characters!! Lo and Meg - love their chemistry together! Meh was overcoming demons from her past and had to realize what makes her happy, never know what outlining until it's gone! The sex scenes in this book were super hot!! I can't wait to read the rest of the series!! This book just flowed so well and I couldn't put this book down...so so good! I devoured the words in this book. This author is one of my all time favorites now.
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